
2021-03-27 Saturday History Call 

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed, organized citizens can
change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”     Margaret Mead 

https://leandroherrero.com/the-missing-word-in-the-famous-margaret-mead-quote/ 

D  OCUMENT OVERVIEW  
I   ACCESS to THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
II ACCESS to OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
III OPENING MEDITATION;  HOUSEKEEPING; LINK TO PODCAST 
IV SATURDAY HISTORY CALL – NOTES, REFERENCE MATERIALS

I   TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet

A  BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com;  click on “64K Listen”

* Thursday:  A Night at the Round Table Hosts: Panel Members
6 pm Pacific / 9 pm  Eastern

* Friday:   Friday Night Hard News           Hosts: Tara & Rama
 6 pm  Pacific / 9 pm Eastern 

One Hour conference Call: 1-641-741-1704 - Access Code: 353 863#

* Saturday: History of our Galactic World & NESARA  Hosts: Tara & Rama
1:30 pm Pacific / 4:30 pm Eastern

One Hour conference Call: 1-720 716 7301 – Access Code: 353 863#

Call to interact /  ask questions:    Canada & US: STATION 2 1- 888-429-5471
Direct         1- 323-744-4841 

C  Skype: BBSradio2

D  Archives for the 3 Programs listed above: 
   • Go to BBSRadio.com; in first column, LHS,  FIND TALK SHOW

   • Enter The True History,  press the GO button. You’ll be taken directly to the True History call: 
click on “Archives” which takes you to the listing of all program archives, the latest 
one being at  the top.

   • You can listen directly or download the program to your own computer. 
  •  To listen directly, click on the arrow on the black bar.
  • To download, go to Episode MP3  link.  Then right click on the name 

         'theturehistory including the date' and the drop down menu appears. 
Click on 'save link as'

 E  Archives, both written and audio, also exist on the 2013 website:  
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/     look under the “Archives” tab for 

written notes plus audio recordings of the conference calls plus the entire podcast.

II ACCESS  TO OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A    Sunday, Mondays:  Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls  
6 pm Pacific/ 9 pm Eastern  

By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-4120;  PIN 946 7441# 
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B    Tuesdays  Ashtar on the Road 
2Nd & 4th Tuesday each month
6 pm Pacific/9 pm Eastern 

 Host is Fran; various guests 

http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/ashtarteleconferences.html
by Phone: 1-228-339-7800 or 1-712-832-8330 

▪  Call is free [except for long distance charges]

via HD Conferencing: https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-  conferencing/  
PIN # 980339 [always the same]

       via Skype Click on the voip button and enter what they ask for:
https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-conferencing/

C     Wednesdays: The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
 7:00 – 9:00 EST 
By telephone only:  1–712-432-0900  PIN  666238# 
Replay# [good for 1 wk]  1-712-432-0990  PIN 66238#          

D     Every 2nd Wednesday The Abundance Call 
       5:45 PM Pacific / 8:45 PM Eastern – a 1 hour call  

with The Collective, a group of Angelic and Galactic beings, 
channeled by Caroline Oceana Ryan

To be notified: email AscensionTimes@gmail.com with the message 
"YES to Abundance!"

III OPENING MEDITATION;  HOUSEKEEPING;  FREEMART WEBSITE;  INFORMATION 
SOURCES RE: M.T. KESHE AND KESHE FOUNDATION;  ACCESS TO PODCAST

A. Opening Meditation: Cheryl Croci 

B. Housekeeping: Rainbird

BBS: • Listener-supported radio programs – Cost is $300 per week
   As we were short last wee, we need $325 for this week, 

All BBS archives can be accessed for free, including the podcasts for 
the Thursday, Friday, Saturday calls, listed above. 

•   www  .  rainbowroundtable.net   has archives, too.

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find Hard News call listing & Paypal 
button 

• BBS appreciates getting checks via the mail: no Paypal fees! 

• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
B B S RADIO [Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope]
1500 Pleasant Hill RD [Note inside that it’s for T & R calls
Lafayette, CA 94549 [& the Thursday call, as well]

Tara, Rama:  Their full-time, life-time commitment is to be tuned in to 
what is really going on behind the artificial world we see around us. 
They don't ask for anything but they do require food, a home, gas 
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for the car, and access to BBS Radio in order to compile and 
distribute this information to the world.

•  Donations via Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

FOOD MONEY, BASICS:  $ -  bills: $600 – overdue

Rama’s shoulder $180; 
    

Food $  - Paschats,  Rama and Tara, and the gas tank ! !  $300 

ALSO RENT WEEK – some are committed to this – it’s the rest that requires help

VIA PAYPAL OR GO TO www.rainbowroundtable.net – 
where there is a donate button !   

•  Please notify T & R if you're sending something:    k  oran  999@  comcast.net     

EVERY $ HELPS:  no amount is too small!~  ALL GRATEFULLY RECEIVED

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
        PO Box 280 

                  Santa Cruz, NM 87567
•  Remember: you can book a session with Mother, as well! 

•  To make donations to the  Fresh Produce Fund for Tara & Rama  -  
  

        ** go to  www  .  rainbowroundtable.n  et    and find the link to the donation button

koran9999@hotmail.com is the link to use with Paypal

•  Your donation supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with 
    Beneficial Farms Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, NM 
•  These funds are used exclusively to maintain this weekly account for a 
    steady supply of fresh produce to Tara and Rama. 

They and the sponsors are very grateful for your assistance.  

• Let Rama know by e-mail that you are sending any donations:  koran9  9  9@  comcast.net   

FREEMART: https:  //  www.  shop  freemart.com/tarram   a/c # 7000 

• Freemart is a private shoppers club; it’s FREE TO JOIN. 
• all the products have much to offer, so take a look! 
• check out the headings called READ MORE - it’s definitely worth the time!  

 
Rama and Tara are being helped by this account: they get their supplements 

 there. The returns also help 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

C:  INFORMATION SOURCES RELATIVE TO M.T. KESHE AND KESHE FOUNDATION 

contact Rainbird with questions: lightenergync@gmail.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLaVutWXju0 (CHECK THIS OUT)
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One Cup One Life – Production and Application; Prevention and Reversal of CoronaVirus

https://en.kfwiki.org/wiki/One_Cup_One_Life_-
Production_and_Application_-
Prevention_and_Reversal_of_the_Corona_Virus

KF Wiki
https://www.kfwiki.org
The free Plasma Cyclopdia of the Keshe Foundation

Keshe Foundation Store
https://store.keshefoundation.org/store/?alias=store 

Keshe Corona site
www.plasmainnature.com/health/coronavirus-1-cup-1-life-series-

protocols-and-other-info/

Keshe Letter to World Leaders about the studies using the 
plasma technology with covid patients 

    www.plasmatimes.com 

E:  ACCESS TO PODCAST:  The audio link below allows you to listen to the entire program.

https://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-march-27-2021 

F: THE NEW WEBSITE AND ADDRESS: WWW.RAINBOWROUNDTABLE.NET – 

Still under construction, but already in use: take a peek . . . all of Caroline 
Oceana Ryan’s updates are posted there too 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: 

March 19, 2021 was the launch of KFTV

When over 2 million knowledge seekers logged on, the servers were 
over loaded and they could not recover the system so they had to use 
an alternative method of broadcasting

https://vimeo.com/526497248

Go to the 40 minute mark as that is when KFTV goes live 

*******

Rama, Tara: R, T 
Greetings to all!  Happy Worm Moon!~ 

Thanks to Cheryl, Rainbird – and grateful to be alive!

R: moon goes void of course for 5 hours, around 5 pm MDT
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• We are moving across a section of the Galactic Plane – things going on we have never seen 
before as we spiral towards Galactic Centre; has to do with the energies that spiral – she 
described that energies are getting higher and higher and the full moon, super moon 
raises the hair on everyone’s head! Stay in the energy of the Divine Feminine
• Many  expect tremendous change – for the good - in spite of the horrendous things we 
see on the border 

T: keep the border situation in the Circle of Support
R: Drumpf and Biden answer to the black budget and MIB, the Unacknowledged Project - and all 

of them answer to the fallen angels 
• they are on the menu! Don’t know how it plays out and the sauce is ready – as Cmdr 

Randy keeps asking

T: Put Atlanta and Boulder CO in the Circle of Support
• and the cops in the US need to be held accountable 
• when there is no real peace, can be no justice
• NY passed a law eliminating qualified immunity - which they used to get out of the 

misdeeds they did 

• there will be no justice in the case of George Floyd as they will use that clause (about qualified 
immunity) to get off

• John Roberts is a card carrying member of Opus Dei – as the Vatican and the temples of 
misqualified energy fall, as they are not based in the Divine Feminine, they will be gone

T: the new star that will show up in 2022 

R: this goes along with news from Sweet Angelique the Cat: 
• heard an old story from 2004 on Counter Spin – talked with a reporter now passed  - his 

report was posted in           Daniel Perle and  and why the US invaded Irag – 
• the Jinn are part of the power structure of the fallen angels, and certain ones of these 

have the power over fire, water, earth, air, ether – and these beings, the Lords of 
Chaos – hang out around the lower regions – and when certain portals are opened 
by the Aramaic 

• Sheik Jelani – a Turkish Islamic sheik of the Sufi order and friend of
• Daniel Perle – was killed, connected with ABC agencies and was going to talk with
• Dan Rather – about what would be found in 

• about the Zero point modules quartz crystals – can move 
• the anti gravity crystals could move that ship in the Suez in an hour or less – and 

then turn it around – won’t be happening! ! !

•  Regarding the ship in the Canal: currently 14 tugs there + cranes to move 20,000 shipping 
containers

• and 300 ships backed up in the canal – can’t move forward
• IKEA furniture, instant coffee  were a couple of things he heard about not moving 

T: Asked Sweet A the Cat about kids living in the crates – she couldn’t confirm or deny 
• this goes into the realm of the Clintons, the Bidens, to be held accountable for war crimes
• Going back to 2001 – Sheik Jelanie still alive; Perle was ‘captured by CIA’  - and Dan 

Rather is under a gag order that would scare a dragon: yes, he’s a White Knight 

T: Movie called Dragonfly with Kevin Costner – a story and about Love – an interesting, revealing 
story about higher energy; children coming in now have never been here on earth before
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• The US is going to get real backlash from China, Russia regarding sanctions
• getting news from Stacy Herbert & Max Keiser about share buybacks there is more place 

to go 
• over decades have created $ to cover up crimes to the tune of $300 TRILLION! ! !

R: Remember one of the projects called Green Light: note he had makes the $300 T look like 
chump change 

• and  KOS – and the $10 M for every man, woman and child
• the children of the 500,000 – also not getting anything
• Abram 1/2 human and 1/2 Annunaki: created the Abrahamic Code and the 

Babylonian money magic machine - the idea of debt goes back to Babylon
• Enki, Enlil created forms of currency for trading – there were various 
galactic gangsters when Nimrod was 
• they had currency or maybe precious objects to be traded – 

• All this has been hidden as the 13 families want to keep the power structure to 
themselves as well as the sidereal weapons

• Yes, they played with stuff: the super collider has been shut down by the galactics 

• there is more and more talk of a super black hole at the center of the Hunab Ku
an entrance into black matter 

AUDIO: KRYON 2021 ~ There Will Be A Change  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcyorbNAQYs

Step out on a limb – sees Luke Skywalker standing on a rock and Yoda saying just trust – let go 
of anything - the fear that you can’t do it; trust the magic – it works 

R: Rana Mu said “Look at the back of my head” when she took R to the Santa Fe ski Basin – 
she said we’ll walk across the valley, and it was way down! 
he  walked across the valley on the air about 3 storeys high and 

• They don’t choose Jimmy Dore interview
• Biden is not even in there [his body] – it’s an effort by the fallen angels to hang on to power 

• that situation in the Suez Canal was not something they wanted to happen - 
•  the whole process [of getting ships through the canal] is automatic: maybe someone 

hacked the computer?
• who would do that? Someone not on good terms with the Clinton Foundation
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AUDIO: On Contact: Deep American roots of the Atlanta shootings 2021-03-28

VIDEO:  https://www.rt.com/shows/on-contact/519309-american-roots-atlanta-shootings/ 

PODCAST: https://soundcloud.com/rttv/on-contact-deep-american-roots-of-the-atlanta-
shootings 

On the show this week, Chris Hedges discusses
with journalist and writer May Jeong the deep
American roots of the Atlanta shootings.

May Jeong’s op-ed, ‘The Deep American Roots of
the Atlanta Shootings - The Victims Lived at the
Nexus of Race, Gender and Class’, was published in
the New York Times on March 19, 2021.

Jeong is a writer at Vanity Fair and an Alicia
Patterson fellow. She is working on a book about
sex work.

CH: Welcome to On Contact.  Today we discussed the deep American roots of the 
Atlanta shootings with the journalist, May Jeong.

MJ: The live reality that we exist, you know, we're going through now is not divorced from 
what's come before, which is not divorced from the American project which has largely been 
about imperialism in various parts of Asia.  And, I mean, the two cases that I mentioned in the 
article of, you know, prior Korean sex workers who were brutally murdered by specifically, you 
know, white men who happened to be soldiers.  Again those are only the two instances that, 
you know, we managed to fit into the coffee.  There are just untold numbers of this instance 
happening.  And I think that's why it's so important to think about intersectionality of these 
issues that, you know, orientalism isn't divorced from military campaign, which isn't divorced 
from capitalism.  And I think it's important to think about, again, like these issues in concert 
with each other. COMPLETE TRANSCRIPT BELOW

AUDIO: Open Minds with Regina Meredith Pearl of Ascension – William Henry

S 18:Ep 12 53 mins March 25, 2021

https://www.gaia.com/video/pearl-ascension-william-henry 

The mysticism of the early Christian Gnostics continues to be relevant to our modern 
times as a bridge to the divine. Investigative mythologist William Henry speaks about 
the mystical text, The Song of the Pearl revealing the iconography and imagery of the 
early Christian world. In particular, he focuses on the metaphor of the pearl as a 
process of building the perfected ascended self, a concept found in other traditions, 
like Buddhism and Jewish mysticism.

Instructor/Host: Regina Meredith Featuring: William Henry Video Language: English
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-ASTROLOGY Richard [RI]

RI: had stormy weather this week – rain gauge full on Friday! Alabama hard hit by tornadoes

2021–03-24 Astrology Forecast

Astrology for the Soul March 24, 2021 https://youtu.be/P8gOfRatu6w 

Click here to listen to the Pele Report

In times of uncertain chaos,
When the future remains unclear,

I center myself in the core of the earth
As Gaia knows no fear.

Hola Free Spirits!
Yikes! So much chaos I didn’t even talk about Mars conjuncting the north node in Gemini on 
Friday! I’m juggling too many things these days, trying to take a vacation and keep up with the astrology.

Mom used to say, “No rest for the wicked” LOL! Anyway, as much as I like to be positive, I gotta say this 
could be a “nasty weekend.” Emotional releases of both the best and worst can create all kinds of 
challenging situations within both our love/sexual relationships and as social rebellion (often 
accompanied by police/military brutality). The temperature is rising in more ways than one. Hopefully, 
the conjunction happening in Gemini will make it more cerebral than physical, resulting in 
debates/arguments rather than bruises and blood.

Birth is a messy, chaotic process, but by Jove, it’s worth it! We gotta keep pushing and keep 
breathing, and together we can do this! I’m excited to be traveling around different places, seeing many 
diverse people, and it is invigorating seeing how life goes on. People carry on, push through, laugh, and love 
even in the midst of not knowing. Gotta love the human race!

The reality of traveling (and living, I believe) is far more enjoyable and far less traumatic than is 
being portrayed or espoused by many. It was wonderful having no line at immigration, and the rapid test
we took to get into the US (can you imagine, the worst numbers in the world wanting people to test to 
enter… a little backward!) was a cakewalk. I’m so relieved and inspired by what I am seeing!
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I’m going for it myself. I must admit that I am on a three-month chlorine dioxide cleanse that seems to be 
working super well (snuck bottles in my suitcase). Anyway, I’m looking forward to resuming some 
travel/workshops just like the old days and am excited to share my first, hopefully of many, 
workshop this May. Where??? Costa Rica! It’s super chill in CR, and there is a ton of astrology to share, so 
come on down! Check out the details HERE! and I hope to see you there!

This week I shared a bonus video with the New Paradigm Astrology Community on The Equinox 
and beyond. Equal day and equal night. According to Mother Nature, the beginning of a new cycle around 
the Sun. What a wonderful time of the year! And just like a birth chart, this new dawn has within it the seed 
of what’s to come. In this video, I talk about what this new cycle has in store for us!

Here we go again! The energy will be building through this weekend, just like the Moon will be 
growing fuller and fuller until full! The emotions will be growing stronger as long-repressed feelings rise 
like the lava in the Iceland volcano. The energy of rising to rebel against imposed limitations 
(whether real or imagined) is intense and needs to be dealt with. It’s up to each of us to determine 
just how we manage these emotions, project them, be driven wild by them, or delve down to the roots and 
liberate/heal/embrace them. One way leads to blame, resentment, and acts of revenge, while the other leads
to peaceful evolution. The choice is ours.

Whichever way we go, this new 584-day Venus cycle, beginning as it is on the full Moon with the 
Sun/Venus conjunct Chiron, starts with chaos. As the old structures that are no longer able to contain 
the new energy fail, breakup, and breakdown with last ditch efforts to remain relevant. Some sad sites may 
be seen and felt as the disorientated wander, strikeout, and cry for help when confronting aspects of 
themselves and life they don’t have the means, teachings, or loving guidance to comprehend. The more we 
can stand as pillars of hope and strength for those scared, angry, depressed, or seeking escape, 
the sooner we will together build new structures, new institutions and find new ways to live in a 
more enlightened, free, and loving world. Let’s do it!

A great way to heal, strengthen and find your soul destiny in all this is to join me for my next 
workshop, “The Saturnian Reality of Creating a New Uranian Paradigm.” Learn about your chart, the charts 
of others, and the world together with like-minded souls on the beach in Costa Rica! Get up, get out, and get
away to the stars! Check it out HERE! 

This week’s song is Revolution! You know what I’m talkin’ bout!

So Much Love,
Kaypacha

AUDIO: 2021-03-23  Venus conjunct Sun: Mastering Negativity [March 26] 

Tania Gabrielle <newsletter@taniagabrielle.com> SEE BALANCE OF ARTICLE BELOW

On March 26, a lovely, joyous conjunction between Venus and the Sun brightens the week:
• Venus conjunct Sun merges LOVE and LIGHT. 
• You are invited to appreciate the good, lovely, pleasurable, uplifting things in life. 

RI: LATEST BOOK – Masters of Political Thought, Volume 2 – a book he didn’t know he had!
Written iby W. T. Jones professor of philosophy – a text book
Has Gene Bodin, Machiavelli 

Revolutions: their causes and their cure – reads a passage. And gets to the pages in which 
the writer discusses astrology and its relation to politics as presented by Gene Bodin
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CONFERENCE CALL https://fccdl.in/Sw04El2AVL 

Caller/PA: the pieces about the pearl/William Henry and the Kryon had some over-lapping
and that we don’t need the AI

T: she got that the vaccine is preparing people to be accepting of the AI
Rama: recalls something when Neo swallowed the red pill and got out of the matrix and got 

flushed down the tube – and Morpheus saying welcome to the real world, and Leo asked if 
he was dead - 

• the mRNA  combined with the 5 G and so on – thought patterns, moods are changed – reminds 
him of being hooked into the matrix in not a good way

R: And why would you want to an ethernet cable and plug it into your head?

T: St Germain said he would intervene with all of this stuff
Caller/PA: even William Henry – people don’t understand that the body is a temple that houses 

the soul 
• the exquisite design of our body was to self-heal and other things – don’t need the 

outside 
• the RNA part of our body is built  . . . . .
• MK Ultra program discovered that our emotions could be modified with sound and light

Caller/PA:  now understands  what the big crisis is all about!
• We haven’t studied the Orion War no more: (enough?) 
• The word Moderna says ‘modify my DNA’

R: as St G has said, our consciousness is way beyond the Borg nanites – gets really nervous 
about how they are pushing it – and there are more of us than of them

Caller/PA: hoping others will continue to wake up
R: hearing local radio hosts in Santa Fe saying DO NOT TO GET THE SHOTS – eat the tumeric, get

the colloidal silver; hang out in the mountains 

Caller/Do: close to Boulder – used to go to that shopping centre – in the 70s and 2009 – knows 
someone who died – still thinks it’s an MK ultra – Store #33 – another address comes up 
**333 – and so many cop cars with the lights going – colours to create fear
• a journalist who was there – looked into a store and saw someone dead on the floor – 

and someone inside just standing there like nothing was happening
• and the people outside were focussed on the journalist when he came out 

• and everyone she knows is taking the shot 
RA: Blaze the Violet Fire

T to DO: has been watching it on BitChute – thinks it’s MK Ultra – didn’t want anyone to see what
was going on
• both shooters [Georgia, and Boulder] were programmed and Black Op’d 

T: has been watching all kinds of programs: they went back to Sandy Hook and the little boy’s 
mother said: What happened when my son was killed – a Congress, the politicians wanted 
nothing to do with getting decent gun laws 

Caller/Do: it’s beyond that – it’s the MK Ultra thing that is happening
• beginning to think people need guns to protect themselves against those who’ve taken 

over
Caller/SO: in earlier days when fighting the British, people brought their own guns to protect 

themselves as there was no army – we are beyond that – they are using great technology 
against us – and they need the violence for them to continue living [reference to loosh]
The evil is so big!
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T: it’s the same people as the Koch Bros, Drumpf, the deep State, Repubs – all re-incarnating for 
the same purpose – there is only One of us here: whatever fallen angels, etc etc -thay are 
all part of the ‘One of us here’ 
• There is a definite change in the energy field and they are incrementally expanding and 
growing – yet the vibrations that are coming in - this new star – in 2022 – a triple feminine
year – the energies are here, the preparatory law – 
• When this is announced publically, the Music of the Spheres will disarm every gun, every 

consciousness – they are taking the 500,000 out of here because they will die and 
they have in mind that those have to be held accountable 

• reviews the process – for an inter galactic war crime
•Jan 2018 the time of the State of the Union Drumpf was killed and cloned

then he got covid and went to Maryland to Walter Reed Hospital – that clone died 
between Fri and Saturday – 
• when he got out on Sunday, it was a new clone and life went on and he then 
became a solid image hologram which can be turned off and on at will

• Same happened to Hillary - 2007, June  killed and then followed a series of clones – then 
solid image hologram 

• all kinds of people who don’t believe in space ships etc 
T said to a sister that St G is in charge of this project – Meredith Regina knew about NESARA  and 

Faction 3 White Knights - and William Henry is a master!  
• What they said about more evidence of another shift in timelines, energy 

T: all kinds of levels of waking up yet and still, those doing the spiritual work and maintaining 
ourselves at high energetic levels possible 

• there will be a group of us working with 5th D and will have the funds to put things into action 
•T&R put contributions into 4 programs 

• these characters have gotten completely addicted to making more money and killing more 
people 
• since the time of the Founding Fathers – and the guns won’t work 
• the test we have to pass is make the changes for the masses

Caller/SO:  the hospital Drumpf went to was the Walter Reed Military Hospital
•why are the energies – the whole solar system travels around the MW galaxy 

T: it’s a spiral and we are heading towards the Pleiades - 
Caller/SO: this is like driving on the freeway – encounter various kinds of weather; going 

through different kinds of land forms 
T: at some point, the earth becomes totally non-physical - stars and meteors at 5th dimension 

means no collisions 
Caller/SO: it is this section of the arm of the Milky Way Galaxy – going through the energy 

waves - 
T: higher consciousness is always available and those with the higher energies have more and 

more responsibility to help others

Caller/SO:  When Meg Benedicte does her activations, she does the quantum vortexes – and 
always, always we go in a collective merkaba – to the vortex of the black hole, the apex 
where the 2 vortexes meet and we come out the white hole – same as the stillness point in
the figure 8 on its the infinity sign – 

• when we weave it, counterclockwise, we can release 
• we are becoming more crystalline ourselves  - will be able to meet soon
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T: will happen higher and higher states of love - 
Caller: Regina M said that the child trafficking not real 
T: we don’t judge that 
SO: 

• Caller was on her own show, talking to her husband – saying none of this is real! 
• Amazed that she was saying what she said
T: brings up Carl Calleman and wife – live north of Santa Fe – there were 5D portals all 

over the place, yet Carl sticks really tightly to the Mayan calendar
• Mother said it was Dec 12, 2012 did not end the mayan calendar – it was Dec 12, 2010

She was adjusting for time lost and other facts – and the International Astrology 
association – will not acknowledge the 13th house

• This keeps us in a lower vibration and in fear 
• the malintent of ignoring the 13th house . . . . 

• yet fear is not working – Myanmar – million of people in the streets and they won’t stop: 
they have no food 

Caller/SO: why aren’t the guns stopped??
T: all happens at once or not at all – YES – it’s too late
PA: confused about what Regina said about the dinars - 

T: Princess Ardala’s mother was killed during the Orion War – had to do with different factions 
inside the Draconian empire – aligned with those not working for the Office of the Christ – 

some kind of sabotage
T: Rama was reduced to sub-atomic particles and made a choice to come back

• the queen chose to say in the higher octaves: her energy will come back to us 
when the star comes back 

ground working with our language because we have a manner of speaking – using linearity
that is not 5th dimensional – choosing our words 

• a ‘but ‘or an ‘if’ in a sentence – T uses ‘rather also’, or ‘as’, whatever else 

• we are all in present time – no past and no future 

B B S RADIO

Rama’s Music 
Didn’t I tell you? Didn’t I tell you ?

AUDIO: Psychedelic Psychology Psychedelica with Ben Stewart

S2:Ep2 27 mins March 22, 2021

https://www.gaia.com/video/psychedelic-psychology 

Can psychedelics access the innate deep healing of our minds? Despite technology 
connecting people across the world, many of us still feeling disconnected, anxious, 
and depressed. Perhaps the solution to our modern problems can be found with 
ancient practices of healing using plant medicines. Our team of mind explorers 
discuss the psychoactive properties of psilocybin, ayahuasca, and iboga, which are 
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being tested to better understand their effects on psychological healing. As the 
research continues to progress, we may see psychotherapies of the future looking 
more and more like shamanism.

Instructor/Host: Ben Stewart
Featuring: Rashad Evans, Alexandre Tannous, Maya Shetreat, Kimba Arem, Joe 

Tafur, Dennis McKenna, Tricia Eastman

AUDIO Beyond Belief with George Noory    Mounds of the Nephilim with L.A. Marzulli

S16:Ep8 45 mins March 24, 2021

https://www.gaia.com/video/mounds-nephilim-la-marzulli 

Tales across the ancient world tell us of giant red-headed people rampaging 
through human populaces. L.A. Marzulli has identified these beings as the Nephilim 
as described in the Bible. He has been on their trail, uncovering evidence left 
behind in great mounds found still standing in the American Midwest. He gives us a 
tour through his discoveries from many sites, including the Cahokia mounds and 
Serpent mound. What he found answers some questions but raises many more 
including how the mounds were built and what became of these beings.

  Instructor/Host: George Noory Featuring: L.A. Marzulli 

AUDIO:  from PBS, American Masters  - the story of Holly Meer: Singing for our Lives 

Reading: The Secret Destiny of America – chapter 10

The Design of Utopias 

Closing: Rainbird

Rama’s Choices
Alan Watts - Give Yourself To The Water

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQrJyR0t67g 
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES 

2021-03-28  On Contact: Deep American roots of the Atlanta shootings TRANSCRIPT

On the show this week, Chris Hedges discusses with journalist and writer May Jeong the deep 
American roots of the Atlanta shootings.

May Jeong’s op-ed, ‘The Deep American Roots of the Atlanta Shootings - The Victims Lived at the 
Nexus of Race, Gender and Class’, was published in the New York Times on March 19, 2021.

Jeong is a writer at Vanity Fair and an Alicia Patterson fellow. She is working on a book about sex 
work.

CH: Welcome to On Contact. Today we discussed the deep American roots of the Atlanta 
shootings with the journalist, May Jeong.

MJ: The live reality that we exist, you know, we're going through now is not divorced from what's 
come before, which is not divorced from the American project which has largely been about 
imperialism in various parts of Asia. And, I mean, the two cases that I mentioned in the article of, 
you know, prior Korean sex workers who were brutally murdered by specifically, you know, white 
men who happened to be soldiers. Again those are only the two instances that, you know, we 
managed to fit into the coffee. There are just untold numbers of this instance happening. And I 
think that's why it's so important to think about intersectionality of these issues that, you know, 
orientalism isn't divorced from military campaign, which isn't divorced from capitalism. And I think
it's important to think about, again, like these issues in concert with each other.

CH: The nihilism in American life has spawned an array of self-destructive and violent 
pathologies, but perhaps the worst is the nation's epidemic of mass shootings. With each new 
mass killing, including the latest shooting in Colorado, along with the gunning down of eight 
people, six of whom were of Asian descent and seven of whom were women in Atlanta, it prompts
the same anguished questions. 

Can the killings be stopped with stricter gun control regulations? Can the murder of these women 
in massage parlors, two of which the killer apparently frequented be blamed as the deputy sheriff 
did on the suspects confessed sex addition. How are the Atlanta killings tied to the objectification 
and stereotypes of Asian and Asian-American women? Are these killings fueled by the teachings 
of the Christian right, which externalizes evil and blames the prevalence of drugs, alcohol, 
gambling, pornography, and massage brothels on Satan? Can we separate the murders in Atlanta 
from the demonization of Chinese people in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic? Are these lethal
attacks tied to the nearly 4,000 hate related incidents targeting Asian-Americans this year and 
last, nearly 70% of whom were women?

Joining me to discuss these issues is May Jeong, a writer at Vanity Fair and an Alicia Patterson 
fellow who's writing a book about women in the sex industry. So, May, you right in this very fine 
op-ed piece in the New York Times that the way Asian and Asian-Americans have been defined 
throughout American history going back, you know, well over a century and a half contributed to 
the marginalization and even demonization of Asian and Asian-American in particular women. 
Explain how we got here, what--that long kind of process.

MJ: Thank you for having me, Chris. As you mentioned, the terrible events of last week is--things 
like that don't happen in a--in a vacuum. That is a very sort of, you know, to be expected result of
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decades, and if not centuries, of policy and prejudice and stigma. As I--as write in the op-ed that 
ran last Friday, the legislative roots of such anti-Asian sentiments go back to, you know, the 
1800s. It's, you know, anti-Asian violence is really as old as, you know, Asian presence in 
America. We see this in the Chinese Exclusion Act, which was the very first federal legislation that 
sought out to exclude a particular group of an ethnic group. It was really only repealed, repealed, 
pardon me, during World War II when it became very politically inconvenient for America to have 
this incredibly, you know, anti-Chinese legislation whilst they're trying to ally with China to fight 
the Imperial Army in Japan. And but what is little known is that there is a legislation called the 
Page Act that actually precedes the better-known Chinese Exclusion Act by about seven years. 
And that act was specifically targeting Chinese women. And the alleged reason was that, you 
know, there were some--there were fears of Chinese women coming into America that they might 
be coming in as prostitutes. And so then there were various sort of machinery of American 
consulates, you know, in Hong Kong specifically that would sort of, you know, query Chinese 
women asking them various questions. The more--the most sort of a moralistic being, are you a 
virtuous woman? And that is how the story of anti-Asian violence in America really begins.

CH: You also write in a piece that there were massacres, I mean, that as with African-Americans, 
there were moments when white mobs just turned on Asians and killed them in fairly large 
numbers.

MJ: Yes, I mean, there's only two that we managed to squeeze into the copy. We ran out of 
space, but the list is terribly long. There were incidents all over America. There's one in Tacoma 
that, you know, drove out--that killed many Chinese miners, drove out, you know, many more. 
There was another instance where there were some, you know, very regrettably mirroring the 
African-American experience in America as well. There was an instance where a Filipino man - the 
name, you know, is lost to history-  this gentleman was accused of seducing a white woman and 
then this sort of incited a race riot that, overnight, drove the entire, you know, Filipino population 
from the small town that happened to South Asians and East Asians as well. And that's, you know,
that's--that--that's only the recorded history and that happened in early 1900s. 

And then, of course, in most recent--more recent time, there was the instance of, you know, the 
Sikh community coming under siege because of mistaken belief that they were Muslims which, I 
think, is has a particularly tragic ring to it. There where--there was also the, you know, the more 
famous case of Vincent Chin who was of Chinese descent and he was mistaken to be Japanese 
and was, you know, brutally murdered. And, you know, why was it a problem that Vincent Chin 
was Japanese? Because America has a history of--in turning Japanese people during the war. And 
so when you--when you seen individual actions, it's quite easy to say, oh, this is an aberrant 
behaviour, but I think when you--when you see a series of it, if you step back and take a look at 
history, you realize that nothing is happening in a vacuum.

CH: I think it's also important, although it's not in the piece, that Chinese labor was expendable 
like, for instance, Chinese workers built the railways and died in horrific numbers in the same way
that, during reconstruction and convict leasing, African American labour was expendable, dying in 
the turpentine camps or in slavery by another name on plantations, but that was also an 
important element of discrimination, that these were people whose lives really didn't count.

MJ: Hugely, thank you so much for bringing that up. The--it's known that, you know, how many 
ever stretches of the railroad, which really was the beginning of America becoming--cohering into 
a country and, you know, that was the base of, you know, economic growth in America, that was 
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built on, you know, Chinese blood. And they were often obviously poorly treated, but also terribly 
paid. They weren't allowed to bring their families. And so then as a result, they weren't really 
allowed to able to settle. And concurrently, I mean, this is what's sort of fascinating about 
capitalism, that it does override even, you know, racial hatred. And so this, you know, the Chinese
miners were actually allowed to come at a time when, you know, like, you know, legally they, you
know, it would have been difficult to but, you know, loopholes remain so that, you know, workers 
could come and actually participate in the building of the railways. The other Chinese men who 
were allowed to work were--weren't really allowed to participate in any other economic activity, 
but for so called feminized labor. And this is why, you know, in the early days, it was really 
restaurants and Laundromats. And so when you--when you walk down, you know, in your 
neighborhood in New York, if you live in New York and you wonder, you know, why there's so 
many Chinese restaurants or wondering, you know, why are all the Laundromats run by Chinese 
or, you know, Korean families? It's not that, you know, Chinese people have some like innate love
of cooking or washing clothes, it's that those are the only economic opportunities that were 
available to them.

CH: You talk about the military, which I think is a very important point, many servicemen 
overseas certainly with the--you saw it in Korea with the occupation of Japan, brothels were set 
up by the Army, the Philippines, of course - even currently I've been with Marine Corps units that 
are anticipating their trip to Thailand and the military is quite open about what that three or four-
day leave is about. They're handing out condoms like candy, and I think that's a very important 
point. Vietnam was another instance where you have, you know, hundreds of thousands of 
American men whose first experience with Asian women is through prostitution.

MJ: Yes, absolutely, you know. Something that's interesting that I always think about is Thailand, 
as you mentioned, has become this sort of tourist destination for sex tourism, I don't know if 
that's a phrase. And, you know, one wonders why that might be and, you know, that tradition has
its roots in the Vietnam War and, you know, there were GIs there and then the nearest place they
could go for R&R would be Thailand. And so then that is the thing that begets this, like, vibrant 
sex trade or however you want to phrase it. And, yes, it was--it was quite surprising for me to do 
the historical research that I did to learn about, you know, I'm, you know, of Korean descent and 
it's very surprising for me to learn that, you know, among the first--apart from, you know, 
Koreans who came to America, you know, by way of Hawaii when we're talking about, you know, 
the continent.

The first Koreans to come to the country came as GI brides and some of them--I mean, it's 
always difficult to tell but, you know, so then one thinks about, you know, what is the 
demographic of people who would have had contact with American soldiers in America? And if 
you're--if you're a single--if you're a woman in Korea, then chances are quite high, that they 
would have been, you know, in the--sort of the bars and what, you know, clubs that would have 
sprung up around all these various military bases. And there's a phrase called Yang-gong-ju in 
Korea which basically means, you know, it's the equivalent of seeing Yankee whore or Yankee 
princess, and it's this sort of complicated morally suspect bargain that even the Korean 
government struck where they understood that, you know, in order for American presence to 
continue because they were a pro-American regime that was, you know, being funded by 
America. They would need to facilitate such encounters but then the minute that these Korean 
women, you know--you know, participated in supporting your pleasuring American soldiers, they 
then became sort of denounced by their own communities and there really sort of started to exist 
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in this, like, part of state where, you know, they weren't accepted as Koreans and obviously, you 
know, Americans weren't, you know, they were calling them, like, Oriental—Orientals.

And they were the--really the first ones to come, and as I mentioned the piece, you know, once 
they come with their soldier husbands where they settle around military bases. And in fact 
something that we now know is that one of the women killed during the Atlanta spa shootings, 
she herself had met her husband in South Korea who was a military man and had immigrated to 
America in the '70s, I believe, and they had settled at Fort Benning which is in Georgia. It's about 
a 90-minute drive from where she ended up being killed 50 so years later.

CH: Great. When we come back, we'll continue our conversation about the Deep American roots 
of the Atlanta shooting with the journalist, May Jeong. Welcome back to On Contact. We continue 
our conversation about the mass murder and nihilism in American life, and how it affects Asian 
and Asian-Americans with the journalist and writer, Mae Jeong.

So before the break, we were talking about the way the military culture oversees fed the 
stereotype of Asian women. You make a point in the piece that when they come back, the--and 
especially around military basis, they replicate in many ways that kind of bar scene, brothel 
scene, that is typical in places like Okinawa and other long-term--the Philippines, et cetera, and--
but you also point out that for these women who come to the United States, you raise the issue of
class. They don't speak the language very well, many of them may not have much of an 
education and so the issue of class becomes important in terms of funneling them into just a 
handful of occupations and, yeah, maybe you can speak a little bit about that?

MJ: Sure, happily. Class is a subject that I believe often gets overlooked when we discuss race 
and gender and it is, I think, a crucial lens through which we can, you know, try to understand 
what happened in Atlanta. Imagine yourself a--so, yeah, so first of all, you're a woman, you're a 
woman of color, you come to a new country, you don't have the privilege of assimilation, you lack 
language skills that can, you know, allow you to, you know, get the most sort of, you know, base 
of jobs, you're looking at a, I don't know, a carwash or a fast food, you know, restaurant chain. 
And what you're really left with is massage parlour work, and maybe a handful of others. And I 
think--I think it's also really important to think about the Atlanta shootings, the spa shootings as--
I mean, workplace violence, they were--they died because they were at work, they were at their 
place of work where they died while working. And, yeah, I think that is something that is 
important to highlight. It's--as I mentioned, again, in the article…

CH: You…

MJ: Sorry. Go ahead.

CH: No, go ahead.

MJ: Oh, I was just going to mention the fact that, yeah, the--these women existed at the nexus 
of, you know, the terrible access of race gender and class. They lacked privilege in--on all free 
fronts, which sort of made them, yeah, the victims that they ended up becoming.

CH: You're right. You're right. Asian women became an object of hatred and lust, a thing to 
loathe, then desire. The distance between yellow peril and yellow fever measured in flashes. 
Explain what you mean by that.

MJ: I mean, I think this is an experience that I dare say mostly women have experienced. You're 
walking down the street and then perhaps you're catcalled, and then you issue such advances and
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immediately the next thing you hear is, you know, a racial slur or, you know, some sort of 
violence, and this is anthropologically interesting what's going through the person's mind, but 
also, you know, deeply dehumanizing obviously, and I think we're now sort of getting to 
experience--I remember when it was quite early people would say, you know--you know, White 
women would say no one can beat an Asian woman, you know, how lucky it is to be you, but 
really, it's the--it's the same forces that exoticize us that then dehumanize us, and this obviously 
came to turbulence again in Atlanta. The shooter himself, as you mentioned, you know, sort of 
saw this size--saw these women as temptations that ought to be eliminated and the language that
he deploys to talk about these women are as if he's talking about some roadblock that he needs 
to, you know, punt off to the side and it is as if he's treating them as if they were objects, as in--
he's objectifying them which includes in its very definition the capacity to, you know, exert 
violence onto it because you're not seeing it--seeing it as a human being, but an it.

CH: I know you're working on a book on people who--women who work in the sex industry and 
you had in your article kind of an amazing figure. It was from the Immigration Naturalization 
Service which created the Korean Organized Crime Task Force, and it said that 90% of massage 
parlor workers in the United States had come to the country as GI brides, 90%. And I--and I think
that that focus on kind of military culture, it can't be divorced from this industry and from what's 
happened to these women. And of course the propensity towards violence, we see it periodically, 
for instance, around Okinawa, women are being killed on a regular basis by US Marines or US 
troops that are stationed in Okinawa. Can you talk a little bit about that violence? Because that 
also is not new. We've seen some 4,000, I think, attacks or acts of hate crimes carried out against
Asians which, of course, have been fed most recently by the demonization of China and not 
including president Trump's decision to call this the China virus, or the Kung Fu Virus. So, talk a 
little bit about that issue.

MJ: Yes. I mean, I think that's why we need to realize that the live reality that we exist, you 
know, we're going through now is not divorced from what's come before, which is not divorced 
from the American project which has largely been about imperialism in various parts of Asia. And, 
I mean, the two cases that I mentioned in the article of, you know, prior Korean sex workers who 
were brutally murdered by specifically, you know, White men who happened to be soldiers. Again 
those are only the two instances that, you know, we managed to fit into the coffee. There are just
untold numbers of this instance happening. And I think that's why it's so important to think about 
intersectionality of these issues that, you know, orientalism isn't divorced from military campaign,
which isn't divorced from capitalism. And I think it's important to think about, again, like these 
issues in concert with each other. And I should also mention that the 90% number that comes 
from research conducted by professor Yuri Doolan of Brandeis University and, I too, remember 
being quite stunned by this number but again, once you realize that you--I mean, it--it's sort of as
one despairs thinking that wow, you know, these larger forces, that's the thing that is shaping my
life right now and that is the thing that's shaping--that's shaped the women in Atlanta who died 
but hopefully it gives us some perspective realizing that there is nothing inherent in our nature to 
consider, you know, Asian women to be exotic or whatever, these are all socially constricted 
ideas. And if it is indeed that, you know, humans made them, then maybe there's hope that we 
can undo that damage.

CH: You had a deputy sheriff say that Robert Long who carried out these murders in Atlanta was, 
I think if I quote him right, he was saying he had a bad day or something, but he also said that 
it's because he was struggling with a sex addiction: how do you respond to a statement like that?
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MJ: First of all, sex addiction is not in the DSM; it's not a medically recognized diagnosis and my 
understanding is that--and that's something that I wasn't able to, you know, write more into the 
copy, but obviously, religion played a big role and I think it's important to also note that, you 
know, fundamentalism--and this is something that came out during checking actually, the word 
fundamentalism doesn't apply specifically to, you know, the Islamic faith. It applies to all faiths 
and it appears as if Long always exposed, you know, prolonged exposure to a particular brand of 
Christian fundamentalism and the language of sex addiction, it--my understanding within that 
particular group, is that it's just normal sexuality that, you know, is immediately considered to be 
deviant and again, I think, you know, using sex addiction as a--as like the perpetrator-motive or 
the excuse, or whatever, is centering the alleged perpetrator and, you know, not thinking about 
the victim. He saw, again, them as temptations that needed to be eliminated.

CH: Well, I wrote a book on the Christian right, they see those forces as satanic. They're quite 
upfront about it, and they see secular humanism, which is their version of "Satan" in the outside 
world as setting up situations like this to lure people into sin. It's this externalization of evil, and 
yet much of the violence, I mean, certainly, the violence which you cited the couple--the military 
violence that you cited, the military violence that's ongoing anywhere there's a US military base 
can't be blamed on sex addiction, it has to be blamed on something else, and I--and I guess 
that's the question for me, what is it? Is it a self-loathing, is it a kind of loathing towards people 
who have been in particular women most attacks are against women have been objectified, just in
the last minute, what do you think it is that drives that violence? Because it's clearly not sex 
addiction.

MJ: I maintain that it's famously hard to sift through the reasons why someone does something. I
myself often don't know why I do something and--but I think when something like this happens, 
it's an occasion for us to engage in some serious self-inquiry, you know. Long, again, wasn't born 
in a vacuum, he was born into, you know, born in this century, you know, America and so then 
want us to wonder what is it about here and now that enabled him to carry on such terrible acts.

And as I read in the piece, I mean, part of it is absolutely, I believe [INDISTINCT] sentiments 
fueled by both history and policy as we discussed. Part of it is, you know, the ready availability of 
[INDISTINCT] that is just, I mean, terrifying, but also, like, why is it that we live in a world that 
only allows for women and women of color who are, you know, I don't know, maybe 
undocumented or, you know, aren't properly assimilated? Why is it that the only employment 
opportunity for them is working in massage parlors, maybe those are occasions? Those are 
questions that we should be asking ourselves. I don't know if it's--if it's so--it's a good use of our 
time trying to, you know, spend so much time within Long's mind trying to articulate why did he 
do such a thing because maybe it doesn't matter why he did it. I think in the end, these women 
are dead and I don't--I don't know if their families would care so much. And I mean, obviously I'm
in touch with a few of them, and I don't know if they would care so much about the why so much 
as, you know, the fact that it happened.

CH: Great. Thank you. That was journalist and author Mae Jeong who's working on a book about 
women in the sex industry. Thank you.

MJ: Thank you for having me.
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2021-03-23  Venus conjunct Sun: Mastering Negativity [March 26] 

Tania Gabrielle <newsletter@taniagabrielle.com>

On March 26, a lovely, joyous conjunction between Venus and the Sun brightens the week:
• Venus conjunct Sun merges LOVE and LIGHT. 
• You are invited to appreciate the good, lovely, pleasurable, uplifting things in life. 
•

Sun conjunct Venus brings love, peace, harmony and beauty, with a focus on your intimate 
relationships, creativity and abundance.

This charming, pleasant, affectionate union signifies pleasure, enjoyment and comfort.
Get all the lovely details here: 
https://taniagabrielle.infusion-links.com/api/v1/click/6439741750378496/5125520324820992 

First and foremost this is an incredible opportunity to release negative emotions and embrace 
positivity.

Unmanaged emotions can interfere with happiness. Negative emotions and joy are not 
compatible. You can have on or the other, but not both.

Emotional mastery requires commitment: A dedication to being vigilant about your emotional 
state moment by moment. Otherwise not much will change.

This Sun/Venus conjunction in ARIES beckons you to ACT on creating happiness and joy. Peace 
and joy begin at home...
Watch this exciting new Star Codes forecast here.
Love and Blessings,
Tania Gabrielle
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	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcyorbNAQYs
	In times of uncertain chaos, When the future remains unclear, I center myself in the core of the earth As Gaia knows no fear.


